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click & joy® tiled floors
Avellino light grey / Schiefer / Portland grau
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click & joy® plank floors

Sheffield Oak / Kalk Esche / Coleford Wood / Castle Oak
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click & joy® plank floors
with surrounding designer joint
Sonoma Eiche / Auburn Oak / Silverdale Pine gekalkt
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click & joy® – Questions and Answers

5.0 mm

Product characteristics

overall height

4.2 mm or 5.0 mm, respectively

wear layer

0.3 mm or 0.55 mm

4.2 mm

5.0 mm

0.3 mm

0.55 mm

non-hazardous to health pursuant to DIBt guidelines

simple installation and can be reused

suitable for under floor heating, max. 27° Celsius

extremely robust

Anti-slip

water-resistant

10 15

manufacturer’s warranty 10 years (4.2 mm) or 15 years (5.0 mm), respectively, for wear and tear

fire protection class		

Bft-S1 (flame-resistant)

Wear classes
4.2 mm 		

5.0 mm

23 (living area)

33 (contract area)

31 (contract area)

42 (light industry)
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The floor for all applications
With our click & joy® vinyl planks, we offer an attractive and easy-to-care-for floor covering, which perfectly matches any
room concept.
Whether at home, in the office, or in commercial applications: click & joy® is ideal for renovation and new installation.
Installed in no time, the design panels meet all requirements.
The natural surfaces and embossings give any room a unique ambience.
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Advantages
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Low installation height

Water-resistant

Warm under foot

click & joy® vinyl flooring can simply be installed
floating over the existing floor. The low installation
height simplifies renovation. Thus, the expensive
shortening of doors is often unnecessary.

Due to its innovative product design, click & joy® vinyl
flooring is especially suitable for use in rooms which
are exposed to water or moisture.

The pleasantly warm surface of click & joy® vinyl
flooring feels very comfortable.

Advantages

Footfall sound absorption

Long-lasting and robust

Simple installation

The elastic properties of click & joy® vinyl flooring
mean that sound is not transferred to the complete
floor area.

The long-lasting and robust surface of click & joy®
vinyl flooring is extremely durable. Its anti-slip surface
makes this a safe covering for all floors.

click & joy® vinyl flooring has click connectors and can
therefore be simply and easily installed as a floating
floor. You require only a few tools (square, cutter) and
no great feats of craftsmanship
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plank floors

Avondale Eiche
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4.2 mm

Newcastle Oak			
370-0002

1220 mm × 180 mm			

Santana Oak			
10 units 2.196 m2

Barrique Eiche			
370-0004

1220 mm × 180 mm			

0.3 mm

370-0003

1220 mm × 180 mm			

10 units 2.196 m2

Avondale Eiche			
10 units 2,196 m2

370-0005

1220 mm × 180 mm			

10 units 2,196 m2
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tiled floors

Portland grau
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4.2 mm

Avelino light grey			
370-0006

305 mm × 610 mm			

0.3 mm

Schiefer			
10 units 1.861 m2

370-0007

305 mm × 610 mm			

10 units 1.861 m2

Portland grau			
370-0008

305 mm × 610 mm			

10 units 1.861 m2
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plank floors

Coleford Wood
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5.0 mm

Sheffield Oak			
370-0100

1220 mm × 180 mm			

Kalk Esche			
8 units

1.757 m2

Castle Oak			
370-0104

1220 mm × 180 mm			

0.55 mm

370-0103

1220 mm × 180 mm			

8 units

1.757 m2

8 units

1.757 m2

Coleford Wood			
8 units

1.757 m2

370-0105

1220 mm × 180 mm			
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plank floor with surrounding design joint

Silverdale Pine gekalkt
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5.0 mm

Sonoma Eiche			
370-5001

1220 mm × 229 mm			

0.55 mm

Auburn Oak			
7 units

1.956 m2

7 units

1.956 m2

370-5002

1220 mm × 229 mm			

7 units

1.956 m2

Silverdale Pine gekalkt			
370-5003

1220 mm × 229 mm			
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Install
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as quick as a flash with no prior experience

1. Preparation
click & joy® vinyl flooring can be installed on hard floors and other surfaces, which are dry,
level, free of cracks, sturdy/pressure-resistant, clean, stable, and permanently connected
to the subsurface. We recommend the use of footfall sound insulation (must be suitable for
designer flooring) as this can compensate for any unevenness and extends the useful life of
click & joy® vinyl flooring. In addition, this can reduce the labour-intensive preparation of the
subsurface. Acclimatise click & joy® vinyl flooring 48 hours before the installation in
the rooms in which it is to be installed at > 18° C. The only tools you need
are a square, a boxcutter, a cutting board, and a rubber mallet.

3. Distance from the wall
Also ensure that the panels are installed a minimum of 5 mm away from the wall. Use suitable
spacers for this.

2. The first row
Install the panels of the first row with the narrow side oriented toward the main light source.
The panels are installed from left to right with the tongue side of the panel facing the wall.
Ensure that the ends with tongues and grooves fit together precisely. Lock these together
carefully with strong thumb pressure or with a rubber mallet.

4. Cutting
Use a suitable cutting board for cutting and proceed as follows: place the square at the
desired cutting point and cut the panel on the top side with a boxcutter using uniform
pressure.

Install

5. Breaking along the scored line
Now, bend the scored panel slightly back and forth until it separates. Insert the cut piece at
the end of the row. Now, begin the next row with the remaining piece, which should be at least
30 cm long.

as quick as a flash with no prior experience

7. Installation 2 – long side connection
Now, lift the panel at a slight angle and insert it into the longitudinal groove of the front row.
After locking in place, the closed connection should now lie flat on the subsurface without
tension.
When installing the last row, ensure that this is a half-panel width, if possible.

×

6. Installation 1 – narrow side connection
During further installation, insert the next panels into the end connection at an angle of 30
degrees.

↖

↖

↖

Tip
In order to prevent the connection from opening later, care should be taken to ensure that the
click connections are actually closed.
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– FAQs

Is click & joy® vinyl flooring non-hazardous?
click & joy® vinyl flooring is non-hazardous because this is a DIBt emissionstested construction product, which meets all requirements for CE-marking.

Can click & joy® vinyl flooring be installed in the bathroom?
click & joy® Design-Vinyl is suitable for use in rooms with increased levels of
moisture as long as standing water is quickly removed. The expansion joint
can be sealed with silicone at the toilet/bathtub/shower (please do not use
any acrylic-based silicone). However, care should be taken here to ensure that
not the entire expansion joint is filled.

Is it necessary to use a vapour barrier?
If click & joy® vinyl flooring is installed directly on mineral substrates such as
concrete or screed, we recommend using a vapour barrier. This protects your
vinyl flooring from moisture from below.

What do I need to pay attention to when installing
click & joy® vinyl flooring?
In general, the guidelines of the standard for flooring works VOB, Part C, DIN
18365 must be complied with when using click & joy® vinyl flooring.
For floating installation, a space of > 5mm must be maintained between the
flooring and the wall or all fixed structural elements. You can use spacers
or cut-offs for this. During installation, please ensure that the tongue-andgroove joint and the corners are not damaged.

On what surfaces can click & joy® vinyl flooring be installed?
click & joy® vinyl flooring can be installed on all hard floors and other
surfaces, which are dry, level, free of cracks, resistant to tension and
pressure, clean, stable, and permanently connected to the surface. Textile
surfaces must be removed for hygiene (risk of mould formation) and stability.
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– FAQs

Is it necessary to use sound insulation?
The elastic nature of click & joy® vinyl flooring does not transfer the
complete footfall sound to the complete floor area. For this reason,
click & joy® vinyl flooring could also be installed without footfall sound
insulation. In spite of this, we recommend the use of footfall sound insulation
(such as designer flooring underlay Seltibloc) because this can compensate
for small irregularities of up to 1 mm and extend the useful life of
click & joy® vinyl flooring. In addition, this can also reduce the often labour
intensive preparation of the surface.

Can click & joy® vinyl flooring be used
on an underfloor heating system?
click & joy® vinyl flooring can be installed on a warm water underfloor
heating system if it is ensured that the temperature at the surface does not
exceed 27° C for extended periods. For more on this, see the standards
DIN EN1264 and DIN 4725 and the heating protocol. The screed must be
prepared in accordance with DIN 18353.

Is click & joy® design vinyl suitable for installation in conservatories?
When installing the flooring in the conservatory and also in buildings with
large window façades, which heat the floor in one spot (or with a surface
temperature that is constantly above 35°C in conjunction with direct sunlight),
sufficient shade must be provided. If this is not done, the floor covering can
be permanently damaged due to cupping, waviness, or opening of the click
connection. In addition to shade, we recommend enlarging the expansion
joint.

You can find an instructional installation video at
clickandjoy.de or scan the QR code.

How can click & joy® vinyl flooring be cleaned?
Dry cleaning – with a broom, dust mop, or vacuum cleaner– is usually
sufficient. During wet cleaning, do not use too much water, as remaining
moisture which penetrates the joints and edges, can damage many surfaces,
such as linoleum, parquet, or wood. A damp mop is sufficient for cleaning

Is it necessary to acclimatise click & joy® vinyl flooring
before installation?
Yes, click & joy® vinyl flooring must be acclimatised for at least 48 hours at
min. 18°C before installation. The temperature must also
be at least 15°C during installation

Is click & joy® vinyl flooring suitable for outdoor use?
No, click & joy® vinyl flooring was specially developed for indoor use and
should not be used outdoors.
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